
The Hungarian Royal Iron- and Steelworks at Diósgyõr

The construction of the Combined Steelworks with the 
blast furnace in the background

The charcoal powered blast furnace built in Diósgyõr in 1870

Frigyes Fazola (1774-1849)

thA 15-ton hammer from the end of the 19  century

 The Combined Steelworks at Diósgyõr today

Die-casting at the Újmassa prime furnace

The prime furnace at Újmassa

A tilting-mill at work at Újmassa

All-year round open-air exhibition at ÚjmassaThe Central Iron-foundry Museum from the outside and the inside

Henrik Fazola, founder of the factory
 (1730-1779)

 

This region has passed to us an extremely rich heritage that has accumulated since the 
beginning of the prehistory of our planet and that of the flora and fauna. Through this 
precious heritage one may gather interesting and informing bits of experience, have a good 
time, find recreation and get access to a multitude of cultural information at the same time.

Naturally, archaeologists have found iron processing facilities (e.g. wolf furnaces and 
abandoned iron ore deposits) from previous centuries. However, it was only in the three 
decades between 1770-1800 that the oldest ironworks (tilting-mills at Diósgy?r, 
Szilvásvárad, Dédestapolcsány and Szendr?) started to appear in the woods of the Bükk 
Mountains. Of these it was only Diósgy?r that abode the test of the past two centuries, and 
until the 1980s  having continuously grown into a huge combined plant , it contributed to the 
evolvement of the Hungarian steel industry to a great extent. The Bükk Mountains became 
part of the industrial life of the country as a result of the establishment of the iron and steel 
industry at Diósgy?r.

Around the 1750s, the Bükk mountains were entirely unexplored. To the north, the tiny iron-
melting furnaces, bloomeries and "Slovak" furnaces of the Gömör-Szepesi mountains had 
been smouldering for centuries. There were a few blast furnaces producing melted crude 
iron. In the Gömör and Zólyom river valleys, the water-powered slogging hammers, the 
tilting-mills, had already been clattering. Crude iron discharged from the blast furnaces was 
turned into rolled iron, rod iron, sheet iron or finished iron products here using less intensive 
fire, called refining fire. Still, in the forests of the Bükk, all was silent, and the minerals were 
still waiting in the bellies of the mountains to be discovered.

In Eger  one of the first Catholic towns founded by King István , as of the 1750s, Ferenc 
Barkóczy bishop and ealdorman, initiated a large-scale construction operation. He invited 
foreign master builders and artists, including the locksmith master of Würzburg, Henrik 
Fazola, who was to make the iron decorations. In addition to following his trade, Fazola 
settled down in Eger with the purpose of searching for iron ore. His efforts were not in vain. 
He discovered red iron-ore in the outskirts of Uppony, and acquired rights from the 
authorities to commence exploitation. Somewhat later, near Gyöngyös, Fazola discovered a 
lead and silver mine and also two copper and silver mines. He was the first accurate 
researcher of the coal- mines of the region. He discovered several of them, including the rag 
deposits of Fels?tárkány. He earned a small fortune  which was required for his discoveries  
from his trade, which he followed between 1758-1765 in Eger. He created world-famous 
pieces of art, including the grille and iron-gate of the County Hall, and made less famous, but 
still quite valuable, artistic pieces of iron.

The ultimate goal of Fazola's was iron production. Mining only acted as a tool. At his request, 
Mary Theresa allowed him to set up the proposed ironworks, and also at his initiative, the 
government joined the venture, bought 32 shares, and finally approved Fazola's proposal. 
On 28 July 1770, he was appointed overseer of the ironworks to be built at Diósgy?r. We 
consider him, the first director, the founder of the ironworks.

The site of the plant was designated on the basis of the location of the deposits of the required 
iron-ore, beech-grove, limestone and building stone, and on the basis of the geographic 
location of the Garadna and Szinva brooks  which provided the necessary waterpower  in the 
middle of the then "untrodden forest", at today's Ómassa (furnace building) and Hámor 
(blacksmiths' workshops). The blast furnace started production in the spring of 1772.

The factory has seen loads of days of success and hardship. Although Henrik Fazola was 
professionally and morally honoured, he was outwitted by his cunning shareholder 
partners, and eventually lost all his shares; his house and vineyard was put up for auction. He 
lost his own ironworks, and died at the age of 49  on 18 April 1779  as a mortified poor man.

His son, Frigyes Fazola, became a well-known professional, and the treasury asked him to 
manage the factory that his father established. The inventor of several famous technical 
appliances and the production technologies of new, outstanding, mass steel products, also 
built the furnace at Újmassa (the present "prime furnace"), brought the Hámor Lake to life 
and established Hámor settlement. However, his fate  just as that of the majority of his app. 
25 followers in the director's position till the 1980s  was not much better than the fate of the 
founder of the factory. In 1867, the government overtook the Diósgy?r factory, which at that 
time had already moved to the neighbourhood of Miskolc. This factory has seen several 
debates and witnessed incomprehension. It was only in the 1970s and 1980s that the state 
invested in the factory, bringing in state-of-the art technologies, parts of which still operate 
and are owned by foreign entities. However, in the 1990s, the factory, the related production 
facilities and the city of Miskolc with its vicinity became the victim of a series of bad decisions.

The combined plant that employed more than 20,000 people in the 1950s, and pursued all 
possible kinds of iron-foundry activities, only employs app. 1,500-2,000 people on a 
seasonal basis at low efficiency. Its former wealth, its equipment has largely been lost, 
destroyed or acquired by speculators.

The Central Iron-foundry Museum, which was saved from the factory that had to undergo 
liquidation on several occasions, as well as the Prime Furnace and Ómassa Open-air Iron-
foundry Equipment Museum may be visited in Miskolc-Fels?hámor. Lots of things to see 
and lots of enjoyable and entertaining services to take advantage of.
Address: Miskolc-Fels?hámor, Palota u. 22. Tel.: +36 46 379 375

From the top of the Varga Mountain  from the side of the road  the remains of the former 
thindustrial "giant" may be seen: a characteristic 20  century "industrial landscape". Visitors 

may take a look at the factory area and see the remaining iron-foundry processes, such as 
steel-making, rolling and mechanised forging. Visits need to be booked in advance.
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